The IBCZ-N2 1000L Cylindrical
Intermediate Bulk Container
This new IBCZ-N2 1000L container allows for transport/storage/process of
UN/DOT chemicals, coatings and other hazardous materials while packaged
under an inert atmosphere. The robust construction provides a long lifetime of
use for a UN/DOT returnable container, acting as a transport, storage, and
process vessel, and with the capability of Nitrogen blanketing, results in
maintaining high product integrity when it is ready for dispensing at the
customer’s location.
Enhancements include:






Advantages: Nitrogen blanket improves product integrity by eliminating
oxygen and moisture, as well as improves employee safety by reducing
contents exposure to fillers/dispensers
Volumes: 500-1000 Liters
Handling: Suitable for transport by pallet jack, forklift and crane/
Stackable
Certifications: UN/DOT/CE Approval/ Compliant with EG1935/Aseptic
Version available

This IBCZ-N2 1000L cylindrical IBC is designed for complete emptying of contents due to a deep drawn bottom, with no dead space, and a
flush mounted outlet valve. The four-way accessible leg base guarantees optimal weight transfer to the frame, allowing use with a pallet
jack and/or forklift. These units are 100% recyclable. The solid construction of these reusable containers allows for continuous use.
Black Forest Container Systems, LLC located in Greenville, SC, founded in 2000, is the leading distributor in North America of closed loop
custom equipment and multi-trip stainless steel packaging systems. Their product offerings include stainless steel containers,
intermediate bulk containers, mini-bulks, totes, ASME pressure vessels, process tanks, storage tanks, flasks, bottles, fermenters, wine
equipment and process drums. In addition, Black Forest Resources, LLC the sister company of BFCS, offers a container leasing program.
The rental fleet consists of high-quality intermediate bulk containers (IBC’s), totes, portable tanks, mini-bulks and small volume chemical
and general purpose containers for the agriculture, chemical, cosmetic, food, industrial and pharma
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BFR Rentals
REPLACE YOUR DRUMS WITH REUSABLE ENVIROMENTALLY FREIDNLY
LIQUID IBC’S AND MINI BULKS
Commitment to the environment, commitment to quality, and
commitment to value, our philosophy, allows Black Forest Resources,
LLC to offer the complete source for our customer’s container leasing
requirements.
Our rental fleet consists of high-quality intermediate bulk containers
(IBC’s), totes, portable tanks, mini-bulks and small volume chemical,
cosmetic, food, industrial and pharmaceutical industries. Leasing
effectively cost manages seasonal volume changes or manufacturing
volume changes to balance business demand cycles.

Advantages:
No Capital Required
Lower Cost per gallon
Eliminates container obsolescence
No disposal costs or liability

Stable, secure packaging costs
Sensitive products can be Nitrogen Blanketed
Fixed or open rental term
UN/DOT, ASME, RID-ADR, IMDG Certified
Eliminates Package Waste

LOWER LIQUID PACKAGING COSTS = BLACK FOREST RESOURCES, LLC

CALL US TODAY 864-282-2301
Aseptic Totes, UN Portable Tanks, IBC’s, UN Drums & Mini Bulks
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